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Abstract

Introducing location-awareness in overlay networks
allows for a higher efficiency of the offered services,
e.g., shorter search times or higher throughput. This is
especially important for business applications supported
by overlays. In this paper, we will illustrate how such
an increase in efficiency causes congestion in an oth-
erwise well-dimensioned locality-aware overlay using a

Distributed Hash Table (DHT). In particular, we
will use a Vertical Handover (VHO) support system us-
ing a Pastry substrate as an example. We will describe
the occuring congestion problem and identify the under-
lying reasons. Thus, we describe the basic trade-off be-
tween efficiency and load-inequality. Furthermore, we
introduce a solution for the specific issue observed, and
conduct a performance evaluation identifying the major
influence factors and optimization potential for future
work.

1 Introduction

Locality-aware mechanisms in overlay networks offer
several advantages: less overhead in the underlay, lower
costs due to a lower link utilization, and better service
characteristics, e.g., shorter search times. This makes
locality-awareness interesting for cost-effective business
applications.

In addition, topology-aware overlays are ISP-
friendly, as they might keep most traffic in the ISP’s
own domain and, thus, reduce costs due to a decreased
amount of transit traffic.

An example for a locality-aware application is a
VHO support system, which uses a distributed data-
base to store relevant coverage information for han-
dover decisions [1]. In particular, we consider in this
work cellular wireless networks containing UMTS and
WLAN technology with the vertical handover taking
place between these two technologies. A key require-
ment for such a vertical handover support system are
short answer times in providing the required informa-

tion for the handover decision itself.
In this work, we consider a Pastry-based DHT used

to store and retrieve the radio coverage information at
the UMTS nodeBs and WLAN access points which act
as peers. In order to speed up the retrieval process, we
modified the Pastry algorithm by taking into account
the locality of the mobiles requesting a vertical han-
dover [2]. In an earlier work, we showed the feasibility
of this location-aware approach with a simplified model
of the message processing at a peer [3].

Here, we use a more sophisticated queueing model
to reflect the scarceness of resources at a peer. With
this queueing model, we found that although the total
system capacity provided by the peers in the overlay

is excessively sufficient to handle the total load, the
specific location-aware overlay layout of our approach
may lead to congestion at single peers. We will here
present an analysis of this issue, and show in detail how
the locality-aware routing process is disturbing the load
distribution in the network.

We use this example to illustrate the general trade-
off between efficiency and congestion in locality-aware
overlay networks. The main issue here is the high de-
gree of specialization of the overlay we consider. How-
ever, it just serves as an instance for the problems oc-
curring when designing and optimizing an overlay for
a business application. In particular, it provides an
illustration of the pitfalls of locality-aware overlay con-
struction.

While the commonly known DHTs consider stability
and load distribution in their design from the start,
they are either not offering a performance necessary
for critical applications, or are applied in areas where
there are few constraints on their performance. For
example, locating files might be an important part of
a file-sharing network, but there exists no tight bound
on the response time of such a system. This allows for
the luxury of offering a high reliability and good load
balance at the cost of performance.

The example presented in this paper shows the ex-
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istance of the basic trade-off between efficiency and
stability, in this case represented by the absence or
presence of congestion, and that this trade-off becomes
more pronounced in overlays optimized for their appli-
cation.

As a result of this observation, we developed a self-
optimizing algorithm in order to influence this trade-
off in favor of efficiency. We will show by the results of
simulation studies the feasibility of this new algorithm.
In addition, we point out the major parameters which
allow for further optimization.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Sec-
tion 2 shows the background of this work and reveals
the related work done on locality-aware overlay net-
works.

The basic system model and the enhanced queue-
ing model, as well as the description and identification
of the problem are described in Section 3. In Section
4 we describe the newly developed Congestion Avoid-
ance Algorithm on which we conduct a performance
evaluation, presented in Section 5. Finally the paper is
concluded in Section 6.

2 Background

2.1 Basic System to Support VHO

The basic system considered in this paper is a data-
base storing measured radio coverage information that
is used to support VHO decisions. Such information
ranges from received signal strength indicators (RSSI)
to block error rates (BLER) and is location-dependent,
i.e., a measurement is connected to a specific loca-
tion in the complete coverage map. Instead of scan-
ning the spectrum themselves, mobiles that want to do
a VHO can now query this database for information
about available radio networks around their current
geo-location. This query is first sent to the attachment
point the mobile is connected to, i.e. a UMTS nodeB
or WLAN access point, or even originates there, in
case of a network initiated handover. This attachment
point then forwards the query to the database. This
approach saves considerable time which would other-
wise be spent by the mobile or the attachment points
by scanning the environment. A possible implementa-
tion of this system is described in [1].

2.2 Location-Aware Routing Mechanism

While being described as a central database in [1],
the connection of measurements and their location of-
fers the possibility to distribute the database and ex-
ploit locality in order to make the lookup process more

efficient. To this end, we proposed in [2] a distrib-
uted database based on a DHT that uses the attach-
ment points themselves as peers, on which the measure-
ment data is stored. These attachment points, such
as nodeBs and WLAN access points, form an overlay
that is used to route queries from the attachment point
where they enter the system to the storage location of
the queried data.

To make this overlay locality-aware, the identi-
fiers of the peers are not chosen randomly, as known
from most DHTs, but are constructed using the peers’
geo-location as follows. Assume that an attachment
point has the two-dimensional coordinates (X,Y ) =
(x1x2 . . . xn, y1y2 . . . yn), and offers a certain radio ac-
cess technology T (e.g., UMTS, WLAN), which is en-
coded by t1t2 . . . tk. All xi, yi, ti are encoded to base
b. We consider only the two-dimensional case here for
readability, although there is no such limitation in the
algorithm itself.

Then, a peer’s ID is constructed as
t1 . . . tkx1y1x2y2 . . . xnyn. The same process is
applied to the location and the technology of the
measurements that are stored at the peers in order to
construct the key for each measurement. Finally, a
Pastry overlay is used to form the overlay connections
and to route queries. The metric to compute the
distance between two peers p and q is

d(p, q) =

∣∣∣∣∣
m∑

i=0

(pi − qi) · bi
∣∣∣∣∣ , (1)

with m being the total number of digits of an ID, and
p0, q0 being the least valued, i.e., rightmost, digit of
their respective IDs.

As a consequence, peers are responsible for and store
measurements that a) were taken close to their location
and b) are from the same technology as the peer. This
is due to the fact that with our ID generation process,
geographic proximity is translated to numerical prox-
imity in the overlay, which is used in Pastry to deter-
mine which node is responsible for which document.
Thus, the overlay is based on geographic layout.

Since Pastry uses prefix matching, the technology
part as the part of the ID with the highest signif-
icance would be matched first. In order to prevent
queries to be routed via geographically distant nodes,
shortcut links were added that connect close peers of
different technologies. The shortcut links are found
in the following way. A peer of technology tech(A)
located at position (X,Y ) searches for the closest
peers B of different technologies tech(B) = t1 . . . tk �=
tech(A) by sending a request with the key identifier
t1 . . . tkx1y1x2y2 . . . xnyn. These shortcut links are al-
ways used first to process VHO requests, as in that
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case a mobile connected to tech(A) wants to change
to technology tech(B) and will likely connect to the
closest attachment point nearby.

Our first evaluations in [3] showed the basic fea-
sibility of this approach, with traffic load being low
on the vast majority of the peers. However, a small
fraction of the peers received a higher load. Up un-
til now, we did not investigate whether the reason for
this was a random issue of the layout, or whether the
cause for this was design-inherent, i.e., whether the
locality-awareness of our approach was the reason for
this. In order to show the applicability of such an over-
lay to business critical applications, this question has
to be answered. By introducing a more detailed queue
model, we could show that these local traffic hotspots
are indeed consequences of our locality-aware layout,
and what the reason for this development is. This is
one of the contributions of this paper. Additionally,
an algorithm to circumvent this problem is introduced
and discussed, which is the second part of the paper.

2.3 Related Work

Topology-awareness has been a topic of interest in
the P2P community. The fact that overlays as logical
networks may only make inefficient use of the underlay,
i.e., the physical network, has been addressed in several
papers. Approaches like proximity routing, proximity
neighbor selection and geographic layout have been de-
scribed and covered in, e.g., [4] and [5].

Proximity neighbor selection is already a part of the
original specification of Pastry [6] and was analyzed
in more detail in [5]. However, its effect in the de-
scribed implementation is somewhat diminished by the
fact that node IDs are still generated by a hash func-
tion, and therefore the choice between peers is limited
by the routing table structure.

In [5], also the problem of load imbalance is ad-
dressed on an abstract level. It is shown that in an
optimized Pastry overlay, there are nodes that have to
handle much larger load than others. A reactive ap-
proach with backoff messages generated by overloaded
peers is proposed. In this paper, we will show how se-
vere this problem can become in a heavily optimized
network and give an example for the abstract solution
presented in [5].

A topology-aware binning approach is presented in
[7]. An exemplary application of this concept to the
CAN [8] overlay is presented. However, the focus lies
on the route lengths produced by this method, with the
load distribution aspect being excluded. Topology- and
locality-awareness is not only an issue in DHT-based
search networks, but also in the widely used content-

distribution networks, such as BitTorrent. In [9], a
locality-aware scheme for selecting neighbors in this
network is presented that aims at having neighbors in
the same ISP domain. Projects like SmoothIT [10] or
P4P [11] have similar aims, albeit in a more general
context.

3 Model and Problem Formulation

3.1 Modeling the Network and the VHO
Requests

Queries of VHO requesting mobiles are generated by
first deciding to which technology the mobile in ques-
tion is currently connected. The queries are distrib-
uted evenly among the two technologies. In the next
step, a random attachment point from that technology
is selected which is located at (XAP , YAP ). Then, a
random (x, y)-coordinate in the coverage area of this
attachment point is chosen. This resembles the mobile
requesting coverage information for its position and
therefore the location part of the query key. Due to
the sake of simplicity, we use a simple disc model with
radius r = 500m for UMTS and r = 180m for WLAN
around the center (XAP , YAP ), respectively. Since the
mobile is modeled to be connected via the randomly
selected attachment point offering technology T1, e.g.,
UMTS, it queries for information of the other technol-
ogy T2, in this case WLAN.

After such a query is generated at the selected AP,
it is turned over to the locality-aware Pastry routing
process, until it reaches the peer responsible for the
queried coverage information, which then is modeled to
look up, process and send back the information directly
to the peer where the query originated.

The network layout used throughout the paper is
a heterogeneous distribution of 1783 UMTS nodeBs,
based on real antenna locations in an area of 250 km×
200 km of a German radio network provider. The
WLAN access points are placed by selecting a random
nodeB and positioning the WLAN AP at a random lo-
cation in the coverage area of the chosen nodeB. This
algorithm generates a higher concentration of wlanAPs
in areas with many nodeBs in order to reflect areas
with higher traffic demands. The ratio of WLAN APs
to UMTS nodeBs is fixed at roughly 2 : 1, with 879
WLAN APs in the network. In our simulation study,
the VHO requests follow a Poisson process with rate
λtotal = 100, 000 s−1, which means that each peer gets
around 40 messages per second in this scenario. The
size of search and answer messages is assumed to be
204 bits.
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3.2 Queueing Model at a Peer

The model used for the evaluation in [3] allows to
approximate the search delay for finding the appropri-
ate peer responsible for a specific VHO information.
This basic model does not take queuing and request
processing time into account. To remedy that we re-
fine this model by introducing a queue and a single
processing unit at each peer, illustrated in Figure 1.
Now each request needs a service time ts to be served
at a peer. The service time is composed of a processing
time tp, needed for checking the routing states, and a
network transmission delay tn. The transmission delay
between any two nodes is derived from their geographic
distance.

routedλ

B

St

answerλ

newλ

routedλ

B

St

answerλ

newλ

Figure 1: Queuing Model of a peer

For each peer we assume three different arrival
processes. First each AP gets VHO requests from the
mobile users connected to it with rate λnew. Then,
since each AP participates in an overlay, he also gets
requests from other peers which either have to be an-
swered or forwarded. This happens with rate λrouted.
Finally, it receives answers for all requests that origi-
nated at this peer. This rate λanswer is equal to λnew.
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Figure 2: Average queue length over all peers

3.3 Problem Description

One result of our first evaluation was the phenom-
enon that a very small number of peers had to handle
a much larger query load than the rest [3]. This may
lead to congestion problems, depending on the amount
of resources a peer has to process these messages. A
more detailed investigation applying the above intro-
duced queueing model shows that this is the case for
different realistic processing speeds and connectivity of
the peers. In Figure 2, the average queue size qa(t) over
all peers in the network is shown during one simulation
run. It is plotted for several combinations of connectiv-
ity, chosen between 1Mbit/s and ISDN as exemplary
values, and processing time tp for one message, which
is either 0.2ms, 1ms or 2ms. Here, we assume that
the queue size is not limited.

It can be observed that, except for the most gener-
ously dimensioned system, the queue sizes grow over
time with every one of the tested combinations of re-
sources allocated to the peers. This means that in these
scenarios, at least one peer in the network is congested,
leading to increasingly longer response times for queries
in that region of the network.

Since the network was designed to support a time
critical application, we are interested in finding out
whether this occurred due to a random feature of the
peer locations, which would be hard to circumvent in a
real system, or whether there was an system-inherent
fault at work here. In the latter case, this systematic
error can be corrected. To answer this, the following
questions have to be considered: How many and which
nodes receive too much load? Where in the network
are these nodes? Can this happen to any node, or do
they have to exhibit specific characteristics?

3.4 Finding the root cause

In the first step of our analysis of the overload prob-
lem, we want to know how many peers are actually
overloaded. To this end, we observed the queue sizes
of each peer during a simulation run. Figure 3 shows
the current queue size q(t) of individual peers. For
clarity, only peers with queue sizes larger than 10 mes-
sages are shown. Note that the maximum queue size qs
is limited here to 200 resulting in a maximum waiting
time per peer of 200 ·E[ts] on average. Messages which
arrive at a peer at time t when the peer’s waiting queue
is already full, i.e. q(t) = qs, have to be dropped.

Figure 3 shows that only a small number of peers,
in this case five peers, experience a continuing overload
situation.

A closer look at one of the congested peers reveals
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Figure 3: Queuesizes of overloaded peers

that the location aware-routing is at fault here. In or-
der to explain how the overload situation developes, we
will give a detailed analysis of one exemplary scenario
that is applicable for at least all Pastry-based location
aware overlays using the proximity metrc given in Sec-
tion 2.

Figure 4 shows a detailed birds-eye view of a part
of the used network layout. The symbols mark the
geo-locations of the peers, with crosses and rings be-
ing WLAN access points and triangles being UMTS
nodeBs. The overloaded peer in this scenario is the
red dot, a WLAN access point. The solid blue lines
illustrate zone borders where one digit in the ID space
changes. In this case, the shared prefix between the
peers in zone marked as Zone A and the peers in Zone
B is quite short, resulting in a long zone border.
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Figure 4: Map of an example overload scenario

The congested AP receives traffic from all WLAN
APs marked by crosses, with the majority of these be-
ing located in Zone A, neighboring the congested APs’
Zone B. The large number of peers forwarding traffic
to the overloaded peer causes the congestion.

The congested peer is, due to its position and the

0
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r r
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Zone BCell

Peer

… …

0

1

r r

Zone A

Zone BCell

Peer
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Figure 5: Abstract model for an overload situation

proximity metric used in our algorithm, the primary
choice for the routing table entry of the WLAN APs in
the upper zone, resulting in all traffic destined for the
lower zone to be routed via the congested peer. This
is due to the fact that our metric assigns more weight
to high-value digits of the ID, resulting in one peer
being closest to all peers in another zone according to
this metric. Therefore, we can identify the proximity
metric used in our algorithm as the root cause for the
congestion problem.

Since only a small number of peers is affected by
the drawbacks of the chosen metric, we implemented
a Congestion Avoidance Algorithm with backoff mes-
sages instead of changing the metric itself and turning
down the positive effect of locality-awareness. This so-
lution is also more generally applicable to similar prob-
lems, and therefore offers more insight. Our implemen-
tation of this algorithm is described in Section 4.

3.5 Basic Analytical Estimation of the
Load at a Peer

In this section, we will analyze the probability that
a node in a given zone receives queries for measurement
data from one specific neighboring zone. Since this is
exactly the traffic that leads to overload in our net-
work, we can thus approximate the probability for an
overload situation for a more general network scenario.

We consider a given zone A of quadratic form with
a normalized side length, cf. Figure 5. A number N of
peers is uniformly distributed in this zone. Each peer is
the center of a circular cell with radius r. Since we want
to compute the traffic a specific overload candidate in
zone B receives, we can restrict the examination to the
zone border between zone A and B. Only peers that
have an maximum distance of r to this zone border are
able to generate traffic for the zone B. For a peer P in
this subset, the exact share of traffic that is actually
routed to zone B depends on the size of the overlap of
P s cell with zone B.
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If P has distance d to the zone border, then the cell
area C that overlaps with zone B is

C(d) =
r2 · 2 · acos(dr )

π
− d

√
r2 − d2. (2)

Accordingly, the share of traffic from this peer

routed to zone B is C(d)
r2π . Thus, the probability pAB of

a request originating in zone A to be routed to zone B
can be computed as

pAB = r · E[
C(D)

r2π
], (3)

where D is the distribution of distances to the zone
border in the strip of breadth r at the zone border. For
an uniform node distribution, d(x) = 1

r for 0 ≤ x ≤ r.
We have neglected here the smaller overlap of cells that
are at the corners of zone A, however, for a large zone,
where the described problem is most severe, this error
is not significant.

As a result, this means that for a sufficient number
of nodes, a fraction of pAB of all requests originating
in zone A reach one peer in zone B, due to the prefix
matching of Pastry coupled with our location-aware ID
generation. In general, an analogue derivation can be
used to compute the load in locality-aware overlays.
In that case, the amount of relayed traffic determined
here by C(d) has to be estimated.

E.g., in a zone with side length 50km containing 400
nodeBs that are uniformly distributed in this zone, the
probability for a request to be routed to one neighbor-
ing zone is pAB = 0.002. This may not seem much,
but for a high total load in the complete zone, such a
fraction may suffice to overload single peers.

4 Self-Organizing Routing Mechanism

In order to avoid the local congestion of peers, the
location-aware overlay routing mechanism introduced
in Section 2.2 is enhanced by a congestion avoidance
algorithm (CAA). The CAA reorganizes the structure
of the overlay and reroutes traffic on application layer.
In particular, we consider a congested peer A of tech-
nology tech(A) which receives messages from a set of
peers B. To master the overload situation, parts of
the incoming traffic originated by the peers in B are
blocked by A and have to be handled by other peers.
For the selection which traffic can be routed apart A,
we dinstinguish the incoming traffic at peer A into four
classes:

1. Source traffic. Requests generated at peer A by
a mobile user of tech(A) requesting a VHO to

tech(B). This traffic has to be forwarded to a
peer C of tech(C) �= tech(A) via the shortcut link
SA = C of A.

2. Shortcut traffic. Traffic generated by peers B ⊆ B
which send messages to peer A via their shortcut
links SB = A. Thus, tech(A) �= tech(B).

3. Transit traffic. Traffic a peer A gets from peers
B ⊆ B of similar technology, i.e. tech(A) =
tech(B), forwarded via peerB’s leafset LB or rout-
ing table RB . This traffic has to be forwarded to
another peer.

4. Destination traffic. Requests for VHO information
for which the peer A is responsible for. In that
case, A has the relevant information and sends
an answer message directly back to the request-
ing peer.

While the source and the destination traffic have to
be handled by the responsible peer A, the transit and
the shortcut traffic can be distributed on other peers
located near the congested peer.

Our self-organizing routing mechanism works as fol-
lows. A peer A measures and predicts its current load.
The simplest way is to use the current queue size q(t).
Note that complex filter functions, e.g., a Kalman fil-
ter, can be used to optimize the performance of the
algorithm. This is out of scope of this paper where we
want to describe the fundamental relationships.

As soon as q(t) exceeds a certain threshold τ , peer
A assumes to become congested and applies the CAA.
The basic idea is that a congested peer A informs
other peers B that it cannot process their messages
any more. This is done by sending an overload mes-
sage to these peers. This message contains close peers
stored in the leafset LA of peer A. These overload mes-
sages get a higher priority in the system such that they
are processed first. Peer B then scans LA and replaces
peer A in its routing table with the most suitable peer
found in LA. As a result, peer B now uses an alterna-
tive route to relieve the congested peer. However, this
might cause a larger transmission delay pointing out
the trade-off between efficiency and congestion.

Our approach is to distribute the load peer A gets
in two steps. First we restrict the number of peers re-
laying transit traffic via peer A to at most ar. Further-
more, since the current peer might also have to serve
much shortcut traffic it is not destination for, we also
limit the number of allowed peers to as. Therefore, a
local peer has to keep two additional sets Or and Os

cointaining the peers allowed to use peer A for tran-
sit or shortcut traffic, respectively. The details on the
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Algorithm 1 Congestion Avoidance Algorithm CAA

input : A = id of local node
D = key of arriving message
B = id of last transmitter

1: if A is destination for D
or B ∈ Or ∪Os

or (tech(B) = tech(A) and length(Or) ≤ ar)
or (tech(B) �= tech(a) and length(Os) ≤ as)
then

2: location-aware Pastry routing: LAPR(msg)
3: if A is not destination for D

then
4: if tech(B) = tech(A) and length(Or) ≤ ar

then
5: add B to Or {allow B in relay set}
6: end if
7: if tech(B) �= tech(A) and length(Os) ≤ as

then
8: add B to Os {allow B in relay shortcut set}
9: end if

10: end if
11: else
12: send overload message to B {inform peer B that

it has to reorganize its state tables}
13: end if

current implementation of the congestion avoidance al-
gorithm is given as pseudo code in Alg. 1.

This algorithm is a problem-specific implementation
of a generally applicable congestion avoidance algo-
rithm as it is also sketched out in [5]. This abstract
algorithm would use a function f(k1, k2, . . . , kl) on one
or more locally measurable parameters to determine
whether the local peer is experiencing an overload sit-
uation. If this is the case, the local peer responds with
backoff messages to all peers not included in the sets
of allowed connections.

More than one level of congestion may be defined,
with different restrictions applying to the sets of al-
lowed traffic senders. This general procedure is given
in Alg. 2, with three different congestion levels as an
example. In this paper, we use simply the queue
length q(t) as indicator for current load at a peer, i.e.
f(q(t)) := q(t). For the first level of congestion, we
consider different settings of τ . The second level of
congestion is defined via υ which is set to the maximi-
mum queue size qs in this paper, i.e. υ = qs. For this
level, we use a′r = 0 and a′s = as. This means we deny
any transit traffic and only allow shortcut traffic. More
sophisticated adaptation strategies of both parameters
might lead to a further optimized system which is a
matter of future work.

Algorithm 2 Self-Organizing Routing Algorithm

input : A = id of local node

1: if (f(k1, k2, . . . kl) < τ) then
2: normal routing procedure
3: else if (τ < f(k1, k2, . . . kl) < υ) then
4: Congestion Avoidance Algorithm with (ar, as)

{example algorithm used in this paper}
5: else if (f(k1, k2, . . . kl) ≥ υ) then
6: Congestion Avoidance Algorithm with (a′r, a

′
s)

{Redefine thresholds in such a way that
a′r ≤ ar,a

′
s ≤ as }

7: end if

5 Numerical Results

The numerical results were produced using an event-
discrete simulator. First, we consider qualitatively the
system behavior and compare the plain location-aware
routing with the enhanced congestion avoiding algo-
rithm in Section 5.1. After that, we take a closer look
on the impact of the starting threshold τ of the CAA
and the maximum queue size qs in Section 5.3 and
quantitatively derive the main performance indicators
from the user’s point of view. These are the sojourn
times of VHO requests within the system and the ra-
tio of dropped messages. The sojourn time of a VHO
request is the time interval when the mobile users re-
quests a VHO at its attachment point until the recep-
tion of the answer message at the attachment point.
Both performance measures describe the subjectively
experienced quality by a user when a VHO shall be
conducted. As for a smooth VHO, short response times
of the system are required, the maximum queue size is
limited by qs in all simulation studies.

5.1 Temporal Evolution due to Self-
Organization

The functioning of the interaction between the
location-aware Pastry routing and the congestion
avoidance algorithm has to be characterized over time.
The temporal evolution of the current queue size q(t) of
the peers in the system triggers the start of the CAA
in Alg. 2. The maximum queue size is restricted to
qs = 200, while the starting threshold τ of CAA is set
to τ = qs/2.

Figure 6 illustrates the current queue size for all
peers which showed a queue size larger than 10 dur-
ing the simulation time of 20 s. It can be seen that
the overlay starts to reorganize as soon as q(t) > τ
for a single peer. This is also indicated by the number
of overload messages sent over time. In Figure 7, the
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time is discretized into bins of length 100ms and the
total number of sent overloaded messages during each
time interval is counted. This allows to easily deter-
mine how long the reorganization phase takes place. It
can be seen that within a few seconds the overlay is re-
organized and the additional workload due to overload
messages is negligible. Note that during ten seconds,
there are about one million search requests which are
processed by the VHO support system.

Furthermore, Figure 6 reveals that only a few peers
out of the around 2,600 peers experience high load.
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Figure 6: Current queue size of selected peers over time
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Figure 7: Number of overload messages over time
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Figure 8: Avg. number of hops over time with & w/o CAA

This confirms the findings described and derived in Sec-
tion 3. In contrast to Figure 3, we observe now that a
few more peers are dealing with queue sizes q(t) > 10.
This is caused by the fact that the CAA shifts the traf-
fic from one peer to another. Since all decisions are per-
formed using local knowledge, i.e. a distributed algo-
rithm is applied, the structure of the overlay is adapted
over time until all peers are no longer congested and
remain stable, i.e. q(t) < τ . As a drawback of this nec-
essary load distribution, the search requests, i.e. the
VHO messages, are not routed on the optimal path in
overlay according to the overlay metric, but use slightly
longer routes in term of hops. Figure 8 shows the cu-
mulated average number of hops over time for the self-
organizing routing mechanism with and without the
CAA. At time t, we compute the average number of
hops for all VHO messages from the beginning of the
simulation until t. In a system without CAA, the over-
lay structure does not change significantly, if all peers
in our system, i.e. the nodeBs and WLAN APs, have
joined the overlay, since we do not consider churn here.
Hence, the average number of hops will converge to a
certain value which is around 2.20 hops here. When
using the CAA, the average number of hops slightly
increases around 1%-2% to roughly 2.23 hops and re-
mains there over time. The curves in Figure 8 depict
again the efficiency of the locality-aware routing algo-
rithm, which was already shown for the plain locality-
aware routing mechanism w/o CAA in [3].

5.2 Comparison of Location-Aware and
Self-Organizing Algorithm

Next, we will investigate the performance gain of
avoiding congestion at the cost of a slightly increased
number of hops. In particular, we take a look at the
sojourn times of search requests, as well as at the
drop ratio of incoming messages at a peer. Therefore,
we compare the performance metrics for the locality-
aware Pastry routing (LAPR) algorithm and the self-
organizing routing (SOR) algorithm with CAA.

Generally, the longer overlay routes established by
the CAA prolong the search times, while the lower
block probabilities and shorter waiting times in full
queues lead to a higher QoS for the offered search ser-
vice. Therefore, it is of interest which of these influ-
ences is stronger, especially regarding the request so-
journ times.

Figure 9 shows the cumulative distribution func-
tion (CDF) of the sojourn time for the system using
the locality-aware routing mechanism with and with-
out CAA. In addition, we varied the maximum queue
size qs from 50 to 100 which affects the starting thresh-
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Table 1: Blocking probabilities and average hops comparing
location-aware routing and self-organizing routing

qs = 20 qs = 50 qs = 100
pb hops pb hops pb hops

w/o 3e-3 2.19 3e-3 2.20 2.8e-3 2.20
τ = qs 3e-4 2.22 1e-4 2.22 1.7e-5 2.22

τ = qs/2 3e-4 2.23 1e-4 2.22 1.4e-4 2.22

old τ = qs/2. Since only a small number of peers ex-
perience overload, the CDFs differ only for the last few
percent of the cumulative distribution. Nevertheless,
this range is of interest, since for the chosen applica-
tion, the ’five nine’ concept known from communication
providers applies. Therefore, just the interval from 0.97
to 1 is shown on the y-axis.

It can be seen that the sojourn times for the sys-
tem with CAA are clearly smaller, independent of the
applied maximum queue size. The first plateau in the
CDF curves of the system without CAA stem from the
fact that newly arriving messages at congested peers
will have to wait for qs messages until they get served.
The second plateau is caused by VHO requests which
are generated in the coverage area of a congested peer.
In that case, the congested peer has to process the VHO
request and sends it via the shortcut to the different
technology. After some time, the answer message is
sent to him. This means this VHO request has to pass
through the entire queue twice. Beyond this second
plateau in the CDF curves without CAA, a combina-
tion of VHO requests generated at congested peers and
relaying traffic via other congested peers occurs. Ad-
ditionally, long end-to-end paths cause might of course
increase the total sojourn time.

Table 1 shows that the drop ratio pb is about a factor
of 10 times smaller for the system with CAA than with-
out CAA. On the other hand, the average number of
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Figure 9: Sojourn times with and without CAA

hops is slightly smaller for the system with CAA than
without CAA. It has to be noted that we consider here
a simulation run of length 20 s while the reorganization
phase with CAA takes about 15 s. This means that
the impact of the reorganization phase during which
the queues are more loaded is quite large. In the long
term, the blocking probability will tend towards zero
and the CDF of the sojourn time will converge.

5.3 Performance Study of Starting Tresh-
old τ and Queue Size qs

After the qualitative statements of the general be-
havior of the CAA algorithm, we now consider two pa-
rameters in more detail, the starting threshold τ and
the maximum queue size qs.

We consider the drop ratio and the 99% quantile of
the sojourn time of messages and vary the maximum
queue size qs from 20 to 100 in steps of 10. We repeated
each simulation scenario ten times in order to get sta-
tistically credible numerical results. Figure 10 shows
the average drop rate when using CAA for τ = qs/2
and τ = qs. For the study with τ = qs/2 we addition-
ally plotted the 99% confidence levels. As we can see,
the average drop ratio clearly decreases for larger maxi-
mum queue sizes. However, there is no strict statement
possible for the curves τ = qs/2 and τ = qs, as the av-
erage values for both curves lie within the confidence
intervals. Nevertheless, we can clearly see that the av-
erage drop ratio with CAA is much better than for the
same scenarios without CAA.
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Figure 10: Average drop ratio of messages depending on
maximum queue size qs

The same is true when considering the 99% quan-
tiles t99% of the sojourn time. t99% increases in this
case with the maximum queue size. For the system
without CAA, we can see a linear relationship which
can be fitted by t99% = 5.8ms+2.1ms ·qs. For the sys-
tem using CAA, the quantiles only slightly increase,
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whereas no clear differentiation is possible for different
starting tresholds. Summarizing, we see that the CAA
leads to a significant performance gain and can be used
to cope with congestion in locality-aware overlays.

6 Conclusion

In this work we analyzed a location-aware Pastry-
based P2P overlay architecture for supporting vertical
handover in a Beyond 3G network. In contrast to ex-
isting work, a sophisticated queueing model was used
to reflect the scarceness of resources at a peer. Due
to the location-awareness of the system, congestion oc-
cured at a small number of peers, affecting the QoS of
the offered lookup service.

We analyzed the reasons for this congestion and
could show that it is a result of the locality-aware met-
ric used in the overlay construction. The presented
causes and effects are partially applicable to location-
aware overlays in general. The shown trade-off between
efficiency and congestion should be kept in mind when
designing an performance-oriented overlay network.

We described an algorithm allowing the congested
peers to distribute the transit traffic among other peers.
Additionally, we conducted a performance evaluation
of the enhanced model including the congestion avoid-
ance algorithm. It turned out that the presented algo-
rithm has the ability to reduce packet loss and overall
sojourn times. This offsets the marginally longer rout-
ing paths introduced by the load redistribution.

Future work has to deal with a further optimization
of the presented algorithm including on-the-fly estima-
tions of the actual load and an improved identification
of overload. Furthermore the limiting parameters for
the confirmed peers should be allocated dynamically.
Apart from that, we plan to investigate the described
trade-off in other networks.
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